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Characteristics 
 
ASM Spider hoists provide a unique modular design, incorporating the revolutionary 
steelband carrier in a high value budget package. 
 
The Spider hoist is available with two, three or four steel band drops.  It can be mounted 
vertically or horizontally, above or below a grid and the system pulleys can be adjusted to 
suit any application. 
 
The use of steel bands as a load bearing carrier leads to an extremely smooth and controlled 
action.  Repeat precision positioning, even after the changing of loads and extended 
operation, comes as standard.  The innovative flexible load bar guarantees even loading on 
each suspension points. 
 
The ASM patented dynamic irreversible worm gear and safety catch, is used for spider hoists 
with speeds up to 0, 25 m / Sec.  
Spider hoists with a speed range of  0,25 – 1,2 m/sec are equipped with a worm gear and 
additional double theatre brakes for virtually silent operation. 
 
Various versions with load carrying capacities up to 650 Kg and travel of 22 m are available. 
 
The Spider hoist is especially designed for application on stages, in halls and studios.  All 
Safety standards, for the use in meeting venues and theatres, according to DGUV V17  
(BGV C1 ,German safety regulation), are met. 
 
Complex, scenic movements can be performed if the Spider is equipped with the ASM 
GENESIS Control. 
 
 
 
CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO BGV C1 
 
Asynchronous group drive with group Stop and 24V DC Control 
The point hoist is equipped with an over load off switch, limit switch, relay and 24 V 
Electronic Control 
 
Asynchronous group drive with group Stop, controlled by ASM Genesis LC 8 AG 
The point hoist is equipped with a DMS load sensor, limit switch, relay control and the 
GENESIS PC 16 axis card. 
 
Synchronous group drive controlled by ASM Genesis LC 8 SG 
Equipped with an absolute encoder, frequency inverter, and the GENESIS PC 16 axis card. 
synchronised drive, time synchronised drive with predetermined speed control 
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Principal characteristics of the Spider hoists 
 
 

 Patented steel band system:  silent running free from wear and tear 

 Low noise levels during operation 

 High speed and accurate positioning 

 Up to 10 ° Diagonal movement of loads  

 Unique modular design minimises imposed forces on building structure 

 Fast and simple installation of pre-assembled components  

 Various extension opportunities for individual applications 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 


